
The Virtual Poetry Group
led by Ian Clark, Thursday 16 July 2020.

UPDATED WITH COMMENTS:  Wednesday 22 July 2020 

Present: 
Veronica Carolan 
Ian Clark 
Adele Duffield 
Roger Gould 
Lesley Pemberton 

Welcome to our tenth Virtual Poetry Group of the lockdown, which “met” on Thursday 16 July 2020

Please comment on each poem and send your comments to me, by Monday night, 20 July.
It will help me manage my inbox if you choose a subject line for the email containing VPG plus the 
date of the moot. Example: VPG_20_July_2020.pdf

For reference, there’s a list of past (commented) PDFs here:
www.whitbywriters.com/proceedings-of-virtual-meetings 


Click an item on the list, and the chosen PDF will be downloaded to your computer.

Matters Arising: 
IAN

I checked out the White House on Sunday last. 
It always was a good place for a sundowner. Now it's even better. It's open outside-only, with table service. 

On Sunday they had the "shack" open -- an outside bar. There's a nice long table for watching the sun go down 
over the golf  course. 

Don't know how it will work out reading stories to each other. Best just to use it to meet socially. Needs a 
warm evening with no wind. 

ADELE
I like the idea of  the White House - next week the weather looks promising so maybe we could try and 

arrange something if  others are agreeable but I don’t want to push it if  there’s uncertainty. 

ADRIENNE
I like the idea of  meeting up there! 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Veronica Carolan

Silver
Walter de la Mare

Slowly, silently, now the moon
Walks the night in her silver shoon;
This way, and that, she peers, and sees
Silver fruit upon silver trees;
One by one the casements catch
Her beams beneath the silvery thatch;
Couched in his kennel, like a log,
With paws of silver sleeps the dog;
From their shadowy cote the white breasts peep
Of doves in a silver-feathered sleep;
A harvest mouse goes scampering by,
With silver claws, and silver eye;
And moveless fish in the water gleam,
By silver reeds in a silver stream.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

VERONICA
This poem caught my imagination as a child and I have loved it ever since.  It is simple rhyme but what WdlM 

picks out were familiar things to a village child, and he makes them magical.  I like his inventiveness, with 
"moveless" fish.  He keeps the metre going whilst creating an image of  absolute stillness. 

ROGER
A lovely transport for the senses of  any bibliophile. If  there is a weakness it lies in the last five lines which 

could be distilled: treasure, savour scent, secrets, own it anew seem to me the components. 

LESLEY
I was trying to find a poem about the moon by another poet because my own poem this week is about the 

moon. Somehow I missed out on this one, although I found a lot that related mostly to ‘romantic’ ideas. This is a 
lovely short poem. I was a little unsure about the word ‘shoon’ (second line) and wondered if  he had made it up 
to rhyme with ‘moon’, something to do with the moon shining. On checking I found it is an old Scottish dialect 
word for ‘shoes’, which fits with ‘walks the night’. The concept of  the moon lighting up the trees, windows and 
the creatures with silver provides a nice picture. It has a pleasant metre and the rhyming is not forced. The poem 
is a good example that brevity can convey a lot. 

IAN
I have to say that “shoon” resonates in all sort of  ways for me. I can’t remember ever having heard the word 

before in my life, and hey presto! — within a day or two it turns up twice in my reading. Once upon a time I’d have 
looked for messages in that, like Ellie in Carl Sagan’s novel Contact. Using it at the outset to rhyme with “moon” 
is either incredibly crass – a trick Ogden Nash employs to orchestrate a collective groan – or a stroke of  poetic 
genius. It was a cliche in my boyhood (when Walter de la Mare haunted every poetry collection inflicted on us at 
school), that New York songwriters would inevitably drag in the Moon to their romantic lyric, and then be faced 
with rhyming it with June - soon - swoon - toon – a crushingly predictable list. WdlM has given us a new word! 
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Ian Clark

Caged Bird
Maya Angelou

The free bird leaps
on the back of the wind
and floats downstream
till the current ends
and dips his wings
in the orange sun rays
and dares to claim the sky.

But a bird that stalks
down his narrow cage
can seldom see through
his bars of rage
his wings are clipped and
his feet are tied
so he opens his throat to sing.

The caged bird sings
with fearful trill
of the things unknown
but longed for still
and his tune is heard
on the distant hill 
for the caged bird
sings of freedom

The free bird thinks of another breeze
and the trade winds soft through the sighing trees
and the fat worms waiting on a dawn-bright lawn
and he names the sky his own.

But a caged bird stands on the grave of dreams
his shadow shouts on a nightmare scream
his wings are clipped and his feet are tied
so he opens his throat to sing

The caged bird sings
with a fearful trill
of things unknown
but longed for still
and his tune is heard
on the distant hill
for the caged bird
sings of freedom.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––
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VERONICA
It is easy to over-analyse this poem.  For instance, the poet ignores poetic convention (as far as I know) by 

expressing what she wants to say in descriptive, free verse, so the first stanza is of  seven, unrhyming lines.  But 
then she changes to a rhyming pattern of  eight (or 2x4) lines for the remainder of  the poem, repeating the third 
verse at the end, ith lines of  varying length.  I found this rather got in the way of  my appreciation of  the poem at 
first, but then I realised that she is illustrating the contrast of  the freedom of  the bird au naturel with the 
confines of  rhyme for the caged bird, whose only freedom is in opening his throat to sing the only song he 
knows - that of  past freedom.  There is no new song for the caged bird.  There is a sad irony that the only song 
he knows can never express his experience, only that of  the past.  This could so easily be a metaphor for black 
slavery, although the human being has thecapacity to express and mitigate experience in songs and spirituals in 
solidarity with the experience of  others. 

LESLEY
This is a poem I have read a few times before and considered submitting to the group. The author is a 

respected American writer, known for her works about slavery and oppression. I wonder if  you chose this poem 
because of  all the recent reports about ‘racism’? The poem seems to be about slavery (captivity) with the desire 
for freedom, using the analogy of  a bird that flies free versus one that is confined in a cage. It speaks to me in a 
gentle way, despite some of  the horrific images, and ends on a note of  positive expectation. 
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Adele Duffield

She Is Gone

You can shed tears that she is gone  
Or you can smile because she has lived 
 
You can close your eyes and pray that she will come back  
Or you can open your eyes and see all that she has left 
 
Your heart can be empty because you can’t see her  
Or you can be full of the love that you shared 
 
You can turn your back on tomorrow and live yesterday  
Or you can be happy for tomorrow because of yesterday 
 
You can remember her and only that she is gone  
Or you can cherish her memory and let it live on 
 
You can cry and close your mind, be empty and turn your back  
Or you can do what she would want: smile, open your eyes, love and go on. 

David Harkins

––––––––––––––––––––

ADELE
I chose this poem after hearing it at my uncle’s funeral this week.  He would definitely want the second 

choice.  It reminded me of  another uncle who has only ever made the first choice since my aunt died.  Very sad 
to see. 

VERONICA
This is very familiar to me, as many people have chosen it at funerals I have taken over the years.  It speaks of  

choice once the immediate pain of  loss is over and a person can begin to piece together a future. However, I feel 
that it is really a 'glass half  full or half  empty' expression of  a deep-seated approach to life which can't readily be 
changed in grief, as your uncles show.  I'm sorry for your loss but glad you were able to go to the funeral, Adele. 

LESLEY
I don’t know what the style of  this poem is called - it has free verse in parts and rhymes in others. Perhaps 

those of  you with more knowledge can enlighten me? It contrasts two opposing approaches to the death of  a 
loved one - everyone grieves in their own way.  

I agree with you, Adele, that the second ‘choice’ is preferable. 

IAN
It’s been fashionable at funerals in recent years to denounce the mourning of  the loved one’s death, and 

demand instead a celebration of  his or her life. But I didn’t know of  this poem. Thank you, Adele. 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Roger Gould

The South Country
Hilaire Belloc

When I am living in the Midlands
That are sodden and unkind,
I light my lamp in the evening:
My work is left behind;
And the great hills of the South Country
Come back into my mind.

The great hills of the South Country
They stand along the sea;
And it’s there walking in the high woods
That I could wish to be,
And the men that were boys when I was a boy
Walking along with me.

The men that live in North England
I saw them for a day:
Their hearts are set upon the waste fells,
Their skies are fast and grey;
From their castle-walls a man may see
The mountains far away.

The men that live in West England
They see the Severn strong,
A-rolling on rough water brown
Light aspen leaves along.
They have the secret of the Rocks,
And the oldest kind of song.

But the men that live in the South Country
Are the kindest and most wise,
They get their laughter from the loud surf,
And the faith in their happy eyes
Comes surely from our Sister the Spring
When over the sea she flies;
The violets suddenly bloom at her feet,
She blesses us with surprise. 

I never get between the pines
But I smell the Sussex air;
Nor I never come on a belt of sand
But my home is there.
And along the sky the line of the Downs
So noble and so bare.

A lost thing could I never find,
Nor a broken thing mend:
And I fear I shall be all alone
When I get towards the end.
Who will there be to comfort me
Or who will be my friend?

I will gather and carefully make my friends
Of the men of the Sussex Weald;
They watch the stars from silent folds,
They stiffly plough the field.
By them and the God of the South Country
My poor soul shall be healed.

If I ever become a rich man,
Or if ever I grow to be old,
I will build a house with deep thatch
To shelter me from the cold,
And there shall the Sussex songs be sung
And the story of Sussex told.

I will hold my house in the high wood
Within a walk of the sea,
And the men that were boys when I was a boy
Shall sit and drink with me. 

–––––––––––––––––––––––

VERONICA
A rhythmic poem which tells a story, with alternate lines rhyming in each verse which give a certain 

satisfaction.  I have some lovely memories of  a day on the south downs above Lewes with my first love!  The 
narrator looks back to a somewhat idealised past in the South of  England.  Nothing can compare to what is 
embedded in his very being, despite the attributes of  each region.  The beginning of  verse 6 evokes for me the 
scent of  the south of  France, where I spent three weeks with my penfriend in the Basses Pyrenees with my 
penfriend when I was 14. Every time I smell resin from the leaves of  conifer hedges I am taken back to that 
holiday.  The following verse feels rather sad, but this narrator sees the wholesome solidity of  the men of  the 
Sussex Weald and chooses to throw in his lot with them in the hope that one day he might end his days with 
them.  Will this happen?  He is afraid not, but he comforts himself  with that hope. 
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LESLEY
Hilaire Belloc is often associated with ‘nonsense poems’ but this is not one of  them. I don’t recall having 

come across this before. I like the poem but, being a northerner, can’t agree with his sentiments about ‘the 
South’. 

IAN
Sussex-bred myself, I recognise the sentiment. But a Northerner by adoption, it riles me to read of  warm-

hearted Southerners – almost a contradiction in terms. But I have a soft spot for the South Downs (…why 
Downs when they most definitely go UP?) – and I remember them bare and grey-green, seen from frequent 
boyhood journeys by train from Hastings to Eastbourne. But nowadays they are not bare. With the sheep taken 
off  them, woodland is creeping over them, and the Long Man of  Wilmington on Windover Hill would be 
obliterated if  the trees were’t being deliberately hacked back. 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Lesley Pemberton

LOCKDOWN

I’m normally a social girl
I love to meet my mates
But lately with the virus here
We can’t go out the gates.

You see, we are the ‘oldies’ now
We need to stay inside
If they haven’t seen us for a while
They’ll think we’ve upped and died.

They’ll never know the things we did
Before we got this old
There wasn’t any Facebook
So not everything was told.

We may seem sweet old ladies
Who would never be uncouth
But we grew up in the 60s -
If you only knew the truth!

There was sex and drugs and rock’n roll
The pill and miniskirts
We smoked, we drank, we partied
And were quite outrageous flirts.

Then we settled down, got married
And turned into someone’s mum,
Somebody’s wife, then nana,
Who on earth did we become?

We didn’t mind the change of pace
Because our lives were full

But to bury us before we’re dead
Is like a red rag to a bull!

So here you find me stuck inside
For four weeks, maybe more
I finally found myself again
Then I had to close the door!

It didn’t really bother me
I’d while away the hour
I’d bake for all the family
But I’ve got no flaming flour!

Now Netflix is just wonderful
I like a gutsy thriller
I’m swooning over Idris
Or some random sexy killer.

At least I’ve got a stash of booze
For when I’m being idle
There’s wine and whiskey, even gin
If I’m feeling suicidal!

So let’s all drink to lockdown
To recovery and health
And hope this awful virus
Doesn’t decimate our wealth.

We’ll all get through the crisis
And be back to join our mates
Just hoping I’m not far too wide
To fit through the flaming gates! 

Jan Beaumont 

This poem has been attributed to Pam Ayres but she says she did not write it.
Jan Beaumont, who lives in New Zealand, is the author.

––––––––––––––––––––––––

VERONICA
A contemporary scenario wherever the virus has curtailed people's freedom.  Another looking back to a very 

different upbringing but a poem which bewails the passing of  time. The metre isn't always consistent but the 
rhyming pattern is, with some clever matches.  Amusing and apt. 
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IAN
A Very English (…Pommie?) tirade, worthy of  the yeomanry at its best. I’ve never heard of  Jan Beaumont, 

and I’d have guessed Pam Ayres. So let’s call it homage. 
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Now for our own poems… 
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Veronica Carolan

An Unexpected Pleasure

There is a fragrance to an old book. 
Hold it to your nose on a hot day 
steeped in sunshine, 
and inhale its sweetness. 
Heed the fragility left by past visits: 
spine compromised by being bent back, 
corners creased to mark a place, 
leaves stuck together in spots 
by teatime cake or blots of evening wine; 
ink and paper melded, fragranced  
with dust and finger-grease. 
Yes, a well-worn, favoured book 
is a treasured thing. 
Hold it and savour its scent, 
revisit its secrets 
and own it anew.

VC 28.5.20

––––––––––––––––––––––

ROGER
A lovely transport for the senses of  any bibliophile. If  there is a weakness it lies in the last five lines which 

could be distilled: treasure, savour scent, secrets, own it anew seem to me the components. 

ADELE
I love this poem Veronica and almost smell the book as I read it. There is one line which is slightly jarring - 

spine compromised by being bent back - I think it may be four alliterative ‘B’s - maybe ‘bent back spines 
compromised through time’ Just a thought, but quite charming otherwise. 

LESLEY
Old books...I have a lot; always the intention to read them again, sometime, but I rarely do. I don’t think they 

smell sweet but they do have a particular pleasant odour of  their own. 
I like the evocation of  the ‘treasured thing’. However - bent spines, creased corners are anathema to me! One 

criticism about the structure of  the poem - I think you could omit the first word “Yes, a well-worn, favoured 
book” from this line. 

IAN
As a frequenter of  second-hand bookshops (when there were such things), the distinctive smell of  old books 

brings back memories of  distilled ancient wisdom locked away and forgotten until I chance to come by. Not sure 
I’d call the odour “sweet” – except as an assertion of  poetic licence. And I don’t think foxing is primarily caused 
by teatime cake or blots of  evening wine. But it’s a lovely evocative idea. To which I’d add candles and wood 
smoke from the fire. 
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Ian Clark

Transdimensional Visitor
“It came from another dimension!” — New Scientist, 18 December 2004. 

It came from another dimension!
It came from a different plane.
It appeared from another reality
and disappeared back there again.

It came from another dimension.
It came from the outermost sphere!
What became of it then is a puzzle –
but I’m perfectly sure it was here!

A burst of the purest energy.
A shaft of the whitest light.
A quantum of truly gargantuan mass –
but subtly veiled from our sight.

It forsook its alternative universe,
but straightaway chose to return.
Our crushingly mundane existence
with disdain it decided to spurn.

None of our scientists spotted it –
none of them so much as heard!
For its utterly alien nature
we lack an appropriate word.

It came from another dimension.
It came from heavens knows where!
The place it has gone to is anyone’s guess
but I’m perfectly sure it was here!

––––––––––––––––––––––

VERONICA
Well, what a puzzle!  If  the scientists didn't spot it, whatever it was, I wonder how it was registered - someone 

must have recorded its existence.  So, was it a UFO or a subatomic burst of  energy?  Could it even be said to 
have existed?  I hope you will enlighten us further!  The rhyming pattern helps anchor our fascination somehow.  
I really engaged with this. 
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IAN
I began subscribing to New Scientist from its very first edition in 1956, but gave up in despair in 2004 when the 

quoted article appeared. Originally NS aimed at the educated non-specialist plus the intelligent layperson. It has 
since degenerated to the level of  the uneducated, unintelligent lounge-lizard. Its cosmology articles in particular 
are the cat’s-whiskers in hysterical poppycock. The poem spoofs the article in question, which I daresay was 
prompted by a logged incident during the graveyard shift at Los Angeles Air Traffic Control. 

Puzzle solved? 

ROGER
Thank you once again for making me laugh out loud. My immediate reaction was to hear echoes of  Auden’s 

“Tell me the truth about love” . You mine an extraordinary seam for your inspiration, long may it continue. 

ADELE
There is a sort of  desperate irony in this poem about the problem of  proof  of  existence of  the aliens which 

is really quite humorous as you take through it, including the reference to ‘heaven (I would drop the ‘s’) knows 
where’, which for some is equally as mysterious!   Your metre and rhyme, as always, is spot on. Perhaps the only 
problem is that you say in verse 1 it ‘disappeared back there again’ and later in the last verse you say ‘the place it 
has gone is anyone’s guess’ so this does not quite marry up. 

LESLEY
An enigma. I’m just left wondering what the thingummy was! I don’t blame it “straightaway chose to return”. 

You got me searching for the song “The Marvellous Toy” which was in my head after reading your poem (which 
took a while because I couldn’t remember the title or the songwriter): 

‘It went "Zip" when it moved 
And "Bop" when it stopped 
And "Whirrr" when it stood still 
I never knew just what it was and I guess I never will.’ 
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Adele Duffield

Waiting for this block to end

My words are queueing,  
like everyone else, 
not yet ready for gluing  
themselves together. 
Like unwritten rules,  
they keep apart, two metres 
on lonely lily-pads of existence  
in my mind, 
waiting  
for the moment  
a tentative touch is granted  
by this writing hand.   
Pulling towards one another, 
magnetic, 
like the first embrace of lovers. 
Renewed trust begins to grow  
and with a long-held, heart-felt hug  
poetry once again starts to flow. 

A Glimpse of Light between 
Cloudbursts

For now, the sun’s brief hold sharpens  
the canvas of colour before me. 
A tempting sway of raspberry Mivvi  
flavour foxgloves stand proud  
while the last tissue-paper poppies
   crumple,  
waving their final farewell, 
and crowds of aquilegia ladies bow  
their pretty bonnets in refuge  
‘neath a rambling rose bower  
whose flowers hang from the bough of
   a tree,  
heavy in thought, as storm cloud skies  
are brewing yet another deluge. 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––

VERONICA
Waiting for this block to end 
A good example of  simply disciplining yourself  to sit down and write something, which then turns into a 

poem which makes sense.  I like the rhyme of  queueing and gluing but it sets an expectation which isn't then 
fulfilled.  I can relate to the idea of  a kind of  magentic attraction between words; however, I can't really see 
where trust comes into it, as this is a purely human capacity and doesn't quite work as a simile: if  it is renewed 
how can it be a first embrace?  That bit didn't quite hold together for me.  I can see where you're coming from, 
though.  

A Glimpse of  Light between Cloudbursts 
I like the vivid pictures you paint.  I remember raspberry Mivvis!  There was the white of  the icecream inside 

the surrounding colour - original of  you to use this for the foxglove with its white heart surrounded by the deep 
colour, and aquilegias do look like bonnets, poppies the consistency of  tissue paper.  Now, are the roses meant to 
be heavy in thought?  I wonder if  anthropomorphism is a bit out of  place here.  Could something like 'heavy 
with scent' be an acceptable substitute?  Just me - sorry! 

ROGER
What a clever idea that your words are obeying the Covid rules – curse them. Boy, do I know the feeling. 
A charming landscape, with inventive images. I particulalrly liked the foxgloves, absolutely their colouring. 

ADELE
In my poem A Glimpse of  Light between Cloudbursts, I refer to raspberry Mivvi flavour foxgloves. This is 

something I have thought since being very young. The colour combination of  outer petal in pink with a creamy 
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inside and neck just remind me of  the ice cream lollies so much. I’m probably alone in this which is why I have 
provided the explanation here! 

LESLEY
I’m sure many of  us have suffered from the writer’s block, which the first part of  your poem depicts. Good 

to be reminded that it needn’t last forever. 

IAN
For me the two poems set each other off, whether that’s intentional or no. 
Yes, I too have been struck by the confectionery-like quality of  foxgloves – sticks of  rock in my childhood 

invariably had that colour (I’d never have thought of  Raspberry Mivvi). Perhaps that’s why we were strenuously 
and repeatedly warned in childhood not to eat foxgloves, although the woods creep with far more sinister banes. 
Now I come to think of  it, yewberries have the same alluring magenta hue. These herbs from hell have latched 
onto something deep in our minds (…virginal nipples, perhaps?) 

And Writer’s Block has always been symbolised in my mind by constipation – thank you for giving me more 
wholesome imagery to hold on to. 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Roger Gould

Deadheading

Mother Nature was not mine;
her overachieving children
mere acquaintances.
The last rites on blooms
a sticky duty only
hard on my back.
Today a moment of marvelment,
unsure of what I saw.
A tiny trinity of open arms
each perfectly packed with seeds
awaiting unruly movement 
beginning their journey 
to cracks or micro-mud;
beauty breath-taking
in its minute perfection.

Roger J Gould
16/7/20

–––––––––––––––––––––

VERONICA
Having seen your garden, I think you are more green-fingered than you let on, Roger!  Your movement from 

a sense of  burden to one of  wonder is very clearly expressed, and the overtones of  the numinous are subtle but 
also clear ("unsure of  what I saw"..."a tiny trinity of  open arms".  These moments can scarcely be captured but 
an effective poem can always evoke that moment. 

ADELE
I love the natural simplicity of  this poem. ‘Sticky duty’ is a great word pairing. There is a magical feel to it 

‘unsure of  what I saw’ and again great pairing ‘tiny trinity’ and the personification of  the seed. Just lovely Roger. 

LESLEY
A concise picture of  Mother Nature’s defiance. I like the line “The last rites on blooms” but not sure about 

use of  the word “sticky”. Perhaps “onerous” if  that doesn’t ruin the metre? 

IAN
Dead-heading is the last horticultural ritual I’ve ever performed. A friend stopped by as I was doing it and 

said “Ian – you’re gardening!” But I recall that all of  a sudden the crisp brown detritus in my fingers magicked into 
a micro-universe of  beauty and order – the epitome of  Life in Death. 

My father used to say that if  he had a garden he’d concrete it over, a sentiment I’ve applauded from an early 
age. But I do love parks. The enjoyment is heightened by the knowledge that someone else has done all the 
backbreaking work. Perhaps in my smugness I ought to recognise that I’ve denied myself  all further opportunity 
for being surprised by the insights that Roger has so beautifully conveyed in this poem. 
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Lesley Pemberton

LUNACY
Remembering the Moon Landing, 20 July, 1969

Moonrakers’ madness;
Reflections in a village pond.
Just lunacy, it’s pointless
Trying to catch the silver orb.

Waxing and waning,
Crescent to full, lunar phases.
Transglobal werewolves were baying 
For glory and green cheese slices.

Nineteen-sixty-one.
We’ll reach the moon, land a man.
Kennedy announced the vision…
Mercury…Gemini…Saturn

Six unmanned flights soar,
Then four more costly missions 
When astronauts could explore
With the God of Light and Reason.

Apollo 11.
July sixty-nine moon landing. 
Collins, Armstrong, Aldrin;
The USA flag left standing.

Was it really worth
One giant leap for mankind,
Eclipsing the Earth,
One small footstep left behind?

Dreams became sadness.
Apollo 13 went beyond 
The boundaries of madness,
Failing to reach the silver orb.

July 2006

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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VERONICA
I am a Moonraker, so your opening lines captured my atttention straightaway, and the lunacy in chasing the 

moon is a clever way of  leading into your main thesis, both charting and questioning the progress of  the race to 
the moon. Of  course, this continued, and humankind have stretched the boundaries.  Like the Maya Angelou 
poem, your rhyming sequence builds through the poem, but rather erratically for my taste.  However, you 
certainly highlight a debate.  Thanks, Lesley. 

ROGER
A thoughtful interesting early poem (by the date). Another I suspect you are contemplating updating for your 

collection. With that in mind, I think there  a couple of  excess words. ‘were’ in line 7 and ‘then’ in line 14. The 
last two verses seem uncomfortable. 6 could be the conclusion yet it would be rather muted and 7 almost starts a 
longer saga.   

ADELE
I love the pace and movement in this poem - particularly verse 4. Your syntax and rhyme has such a musical 

rhythm in that verse. Regarding your rhyming scheme, you rhyme alternate lines and yet two things change - in 
verse 4 you rhyme in pairs, and then the word ‘orb’ soils the rhyme in both instances you use it.  I wonder 
therefore if  you should change ‘orb’ or find words to rhyme with it (perhaps reflections could ‘absorb’ in the 
village pond if  this line was reshuffled for instance).  Just a thought.  Interesting poem that seems to end too 
quickly. 

IAN
Nearly half  a century later and they’ve not been back. It does make you wonder what it was all about. Well, 

we know what it was all about: Americans and Russians playing My Rocket’s Bigger’n’ Yours. 
The metaphor of  moonraking for the Space Race had not occurred to me. Well Done. 

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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